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Trade Products For The Graphic Arts & Silk Screen Industry
since 1947

TRADE PRODUCTS

PLASTIC SPRAY

SW201
No. 201 provides a clear acrylic protective coating that stays clear
under any condition. Contains ‘UV’ protectant inhibitors. Prevents
dog-earing and color fading of art and papers from constant
handling and it keeps artwork from fading, due to exposure to light.
Ideal as an ink jet laminate.
ARTWORK: Protects finished watercolor, pastel, charcoal, pencil,
colored ink renderings.
PHOTOGRAPHY: Protects surfaces, improves contracts. CRAFTS: Adds
luster to ceramics, preserves models.
VALUABLE PAPERS: Protects books, blueprints, maps, charts,
documents, records, carbon copies.

RUBBER CLEANER & REJUVENATOR

SW203
Cleans and gives new life to ink-laden, hardened rollers and
blankets in the printshop as well as removing the difficult soil on
copier machine covers and flaps. No. 203 removes glaze resulting
from gum, friction, ink, coatings, oxidation and light embossing. It
restores a velvety smooth surface and makes product more efficient.
USES: In the printshop - spray rubber rollers while machine is
running. Rollers should be cleaned regularly or after heavy use to
help prolong their life. To keep copiers clean and productive, simply
spray the copier cover/flap with No. 203 and wipe off with a clean,
absorbent cloth to remove soil.

GLASS CLEANERS

GLASS CLEANER

SW050
The World’s Best Glass Cleaner contains no ammonia and will
not leave a film. Perfect for cleaning all glass: exposure units,
cameras, scanners, windshields, mirrors, and windows. This
product has a clinging foam and a pleasant fragrance.

GLASS CLEANER WIPES

SW933
Pre-moistened with a powerful, ammonia free formula for
removing dust, dirt, oil and grease smudges, water spots,
finger prints and smoke film from any glass surface. No. 933
Glass Cleaner Wipes will not leave behind streaks or a sticky
film to cloud your visibility.
• Non Streaking - Ammonia Free
• Film Free
Net contents: 40 wipes / tub

FORMULA ‘40’

SW040
Glass Cleaner Clinging foam glass cleaner with anti-static
formulation. Contains no ammonia as it removes smoke film,
finger-prints and dirt from glass and mirror surfaces. 16 oz.

SPECIALTY FILM CLEANER SW206
With the use of No. 206 Specialty Film Cleaner, reproductions are
guaranteed to turn out crisp, clean and sharp. To use simply spray
a lint-free cloth or the surface, with a wet spray. Wipe immediately
for best results. No. 206 safely cleans diazo film, silver film, color
transparencies, screen tints, scanner drums and contact screens.
No. 206 contains NO CHLORINATED SOLVENTS.

SOLVENT DEGREASER

TONER AIDE

SW208
Use No. 208 on paper, velum, transparency film-any dry toner
generated media to greatly improve image quality. Dries in minutes
and is 100% transparent. Develops higher resolutions while it
enhances the detail clarity. Contains no methylene chloride.

FLEX-O SPRAY COAT

SW727
An application spray intended for use on photopolymer and
flexo plates. This spray forms a film that decreases ink buildup,
allowing for faster plate cleaning. The film also works to improve
print densities and provide for faster running speeds
and prolonged plate life.

INK ANTI SKIN

SW950
No wash-up spray. Used properly No. 950 prevents ink skinning
on press rollers, in press fountains and in ink cans. This premium
Ink Anti-Skin No Wash-Up Spray is used for long term stoppages in
printing, such as overnight and weekends. It also delays the drying
of inks on screens.

*Not For Sale In California

C-60 SOLVENT DE-GREASER

SW063*
C-60 Solvent Degreaser removes unwanted ink spots, dirt,
grease, oil, fresh paint and other troublesome stains fast. Also
effective on tar, adhesive marks, crayon marks and lipstick.
C-60 leaves no residue, is quick drying, non-flammable and
low in toxicity. USES: Use this product on metal parts prior to
painting or soldering, painted surfaces, insulation, rubber and
fabrics. Electric motors and generators may be cleaned while
in use under properly ventilated conditions. Also for use on
sewing machines, cutting tools, switches, control panels and
thermostats. NOTE: Do not use this spray on plastics.

GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANERS

CRAZY CLEAN

SW031
Crazy Clean All Purpose Cleaner cleans ‘like crazy’ and may be the only
general cleaning spray needed for most cleaning situations. Spray on and
wipe off to remove dirty hand prints from walls and doors, scuff and crayon
marks, grease spots, soot stains and smoke film. Perfect for cleaning
sewing machine housings, cutting and working tables.

SILICONES / LUBRICANTS

SILICONE SPRAY

SW945
Dries rapidly with no greasy or oily film. Stops
squeaking, sticking and binding that often occurs with
most machinery. It retards corrosion and makes cleaning
easier and quicker. Colorless - non-staining - waxless
- heat stable from 40°C to +204°C, it is safe to use on
such surfaces as metals, glass, rubber, plastic, painted
finishes and fabrics (except for polystyrene).

CRAZY CLEAN WIPES

SW983
• Extremely versatile, industrial strength waterless cleaner
• Cuts through tar, grease, wax, ink, paint, lubricants, and adhesive
• Can be used for cleaning tools and wiping hands, to cleaning machinery
and other surfaces
• Gentle on skin - fortified with an emollient, that won’t crack or dry hands.
• Textured side of the fabric won’t scratch surfaces and is ideal for
scrubbing tough soils
• Smooth side wipes surfaces clean
• Leaves a pleasant citrus scent and no residue
Net contents: 70 wipes / tub

ORANGE CITRUS CRAZY CLEAN

SW985
• Formulated with orange citrus solvents
• Removes dirty hand prints, scuff marks, soot, grease,
smoke film, oil, light carbon and dust
• Deodorizes as it cleans

SPECIALTY ITEMS

CLEAN JET 100

SW805
The No. 805 Clean Jet 100 canned air/duster spray, is a portable source
of ultra-clean gas for precision removal of dirt, lint and other particulates.
This product is non-flammable, ultra-filtered dust remover with pinpoint jet
accuracy delivering a blast or air up to 100 psi at 68°F and is guaranteed to
leave no residue on any surface being cleaned. For use in hard to reach areas
of sewing, cutting and embroidery machines.

ANTI-STAT STATIC ELIMINATOR

SW955
This multi-purpose anti-static spray removes the electrostatic charges that
attract dust particles and cause static electricity. Effectively eliminates static
shock and static cling. Safe to use on a wide variety of inanimate objects.
USES: Use on rugs, carpets, drapes and cloth furniture to help prevent static
electricity. Eliminates static electricity in and around computer and terminal
areas. Will not stain fabric.

SILICONE SPRAY

SW946*
The 946 features similar characteristics to the 945 with
reduced solid content for light duty applications. Please
see above SW945 description for complete details.

RD90 LUBRICANT

SW090
A sewing machine oil, RD-90 provides a fine film coating
that keeps moving parts and operating mechanisms
running smoothly while it displaces moisture and
prevents rust on any metal. This product contains no
silicone and is harmless to paint, plastic, rubber and
fabric. Spray on corroded and rusted “frozen” parts
for quick release. USES: Use on any metal item where
lubrication, rust or corrosion protection, is needed.
Use on parts, shafts, and rotary systems of all types of
apparel equipment.

SCREEN OPENERS

FAST OPEN SCREEN OPENER

SW032
For water-based inks. A convenient and easy-to-use
product designed to open dried-up areas on screens. To
use simply spray a thin application to the dried in area
or areas. Two or three squeegee passes will open the
mesh completely. Use this product at regular intervals to
help prevent clogging and work delays.

FAST OPEN SCREEN OPENER

SW957
For plastisol and solvent based inks. A convenient and
easy-to-use product designed to open dried-up areas on
screens. Use FAST OPEN 957 at regular intervals to help
prevent clogging and work delays. USES: Simply spray a
very thin application to the dried-in area or areas. Two or
three squeegee passes will open the mesh completely.

FUSING MACHINE CLEANER

SW823
Quick and easy to use and to clean up, No. 823 Fusing Machine Cleaner
for belts, irons and flat presses effectively removes adhesive residue from
the operating surfaces of interlining fusing machines and irons. No. 823
preserves surfaces and reduces further sticking of adhesives to Teflon®coated belts and plates. It contains highly-viscous silicone and is nonflammable under fusing conditions.
(Flash point: 240°C/465°F; ignition point above 240°C/465°F).
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>>

*Not For Sale In California

ADHESIVES
SPRAY ADHESIVE

SW066
This product is non-wrinkling, repositionable, water-resistant,
quick or long tack adhesive that provides either a temporary or
permanent bond. USES: This spray can be used to bond many
materials including: metal, cardboard, foam rubber, plastic films,
glass, wood, paper and cloth. Ideal for quick layouts, paste-ups,
labeling and display assembly. Prevents paper patterns and
stencils from shifting.

MIST TYPE SPRAY ADHESIVE SW082
An economy pallet adhesive perfect for textile screen printers.
Its pressure-sensitive formula makes it repositionable without
losing its strength and it holds its tack for a number of screen
passes before an additional application is necessary. It bonds
easily to cloth, paper, cardboard, acetate, foil, plastic film, cork,
foam rubber and leather. No. 82 will not transfer to fabric nor
will it allow shifting of the material(s) during the screen printing
process, which makes it ideal for t-shirts and similar materials.
No. 82 quickly strips without stain or residue. The superior
pressure-sensitive formula lasts longer, thus giving the operator
considerably more uses per application and allowing for less
downtime. For Screen Print Tacking: Apply a light, even coat to
pallet and allow to dry. Position fabric on coated area and proceed
with screening process. Quickly covers without staining.

WEB TYPE SPRAY ADHESIVE SW083
This economy web type textile screen printing pallet adhesive is
ideal for sweatshirt fabrics. A pressure-sensitive formula that is
especially useful as it is repositionable without losing its strength.
It sprays on easily and evenly for screen print tacking. No. 83
bonds easily to cloth, paper, cardboard, acetate, foil, plastic film,
cork, foam rubber, leather and cloth. It will not transfer to fabric
nor will it allow shifting of the material(s) during the screen printing
process, making it ideal for heavier type fabrics. For Screen Print
Tacking: Apply a light, even coat to pallet and allow to dry. Position
fabric on coated area and proceed with screening process. Quickly
covers without staining.

FAST TACK 382 SW382
Our VOC & OTC compliant version of SW082

FAST TACK 383 SW383
Our VOC & OTC compliant version of SW083

FAST TACK 384 SW084
A pressure-sensitive formula, No. 84 is a textile screen printing
pallet adhesive ideal for flash curing. A high-quality industrial
grade spray adhesive with excellent heat resistance. It is specially
formulated for flash-cure applications. It remains tacky - even
when exposed repeatedly to the high temperatures required to cure
plastisol inks. It will not transfer to fabric, nor will it allow shifting
of the material(s) during the screen printing process, making it
ideal for most fabrics. VOC compliant.

ADHESIVE ACTIVATOR SW211
Works with most all cyanoacrylate adhesives to form a quick
and permanent bond. This aerosol allows for even application
of the product. The spray eliminates surges that cause overlaps
and missed spots associated with pump spray products. Use this
product to achieve consistent curing, time after time. Cures screen
mesh to wooden frames. Activates adhesive on plastic, rubber,
ceramics, wood and metal.

FAST TACK GENERAL PURPOSE MIST ADHESIVE

SW087
A high-performance mist adhesive used for both temporary and
permanent bonds. It is a versatile general purpose adhesive ideal
for use in packaging, lightweight bonding and fabricating, labeling
and shipping applications. Its non-staining formula makes it ideal
for use on many substrates such as:
• wood to acrylics, paper/ cardboard, fabric and felt
• metal to acrylics, paper/ cardboard, fabric and felt
• rubber to acrylics, nylon, fabric and felt
• paper to paper/cardboard, fabric and felt

•
•
•
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Aerosol cans are made of steel, the world’s most recycled material.
Our cans are made with 25% to 32% recycled steel depending on can style.
The caps and spray tips are recyclable.
Our shipping box utilizes 37% recycled material.
Fact...65% of steel containers are recycled versus 6% of plastic containers.
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